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USPSIPSA-T2-1. The following questions refer to the methodology used to derive the 

average cube of Fingerhut’s oversize parcels (6.03). 

a. Was a sample used to calculate this average cube? If yes, please explain 

what methodology you used to ensure the randomness of the sample. 

b. Over what period of time was the average cube of 6.03 calculated? 

C. Exactly how was cube calculated? Was each parcel measured individually? 

Please explain all steps in the process including any assumptions that were 

used. 

d. Please supply all the raw data used to calculate the average cube of 6.03. 

USPSIPSA-TZ-2. The following questions refer to the methodology used to derive the 

average cube of CTC’s oversize parcels (5.6). 

a. Was a sample used to calculate this average cube? If yes, please explain 

b. 

C. 

d. 

what methodology you used to ensure the randomness of the sample. 

Over what period of time was the average cube of 5.6 calculated? 

Exactly how was cube calculated? Was each parcel measured individually? 

Please explain all steps in the process including any assumptions that were 

used. 

Please supply all the raw data used to calculate the average cube of 5.6. 

USPSIPSA-T2-3. Do you have any data on the average oversize cube of other mailers 

besides FingerHut and CTC? If so, please provide those data. 
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USPSIPSA-T2-4. Please present the data in PSA Exhibit T2-1 (described in the 

testimony as “Exhibit A”) by weight increment. Also, please provide the CTC data 

referred to in your testimony by weight increment. If this is not available, please provide 

the number of 108-130 inch length plus girth pieces weighing under 70 pounds and the 

number of 108-130 length plus girth pieces weighing over 70 pounds for both your data 

and the CTC data. 
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